Physics Project
In Frosh Course Is Held Possible

Professor Karl Uno has announced, in charge of the Freshmen physics program, that he is planning a textbook in cooperation with the Freshman Physics Group. The book will probably be available in the fall of 1957, after the incoming class of 1961.

A tentative change in the first year physics curriculum is also being considered, in connection with the new text. With the aim of making 6.01 and 6.02 more stimulating, Professor Engdahl would like to introduce a "project", i.e., a long range effort that could replace something else. Various elements in the course. would be added to accommodate the project, which could then be worked on by one or two students in a special topic.

Angard has emphasized the value of independent work in a scientific education, and he feels that a more pro-

Mr. Lutz's Memo
Selective Service

Diplomas An Illusion

Pitire does not fit in this increased scholarship aid directly with in-
tuiton and other college aid programs. The College Deferment (CQ) Test. Mrs. Ruth Luc, Selective Service ad-

ment is the modern college student. As a result, several students have noted. They believe that a college education is not worth the high tuition many colleges charge, especially when the student has to pay 

Pitire called certain tuitions increase at various colleges only the begin-

Armed forces recruiters are off the SIQIC. Tey believe about the effect of the Selective Service Act.

The Freshmen. The Lowell School. Dr. Ralph Lowell, the trustee of Townsend, Director of the school, will

by a trial run of the Freshmen. This, he said, would only be a trial run. The test would not be given in all the Freshman classes at the same time. Other colleges would be invited to participate in the test as well.

New sports were included for the fall season, and practices per week, 1957, were as follows: Theta Chi had 28.5, the Fiji’s had 32.7 and the Phi Sigma had 26.5. In the new 2-year winner in third. In the new

Dr. Morrow said that the "Big Beat" of Buddy Morrow and his orchestra will be featured at the Prom, scheduled for November first, will be held in the Statler Hotel, the same location as last year's Prom.
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